
Bridgnorth Art Trail Maths Quiz 

Devised by Year 5 Mathematicians at St. Leonard’s School, Bridgnorth 

On your way around the Bridgnorth Art Trail – “Catch-Me-Who-Can”, can you find the answers to these Maths questions? The question number corresponds to the statue number. 

1. Railway Street 

Tick the list of shapes below when you find them on the railings or floor: 

3D Shapes: 2D Shapes: 

  Sphere   Circle 

  Square-based Pyramid   Rectangle 

  Cuboid   Diamond 

   Triangle 

   Square 

On Railway Street, can you find an eight-sided door knob? What shape is it? 

Can you spot 2 large squares on the floor of Railway Street? 

How many medium squares make up these (not counting all the tiny ones!)? 

At the bottom of Railway Street, there are 2 numbers on a sign with an H on it, which 

make it look like a fraction. What is it? 

Extra tricky! Can you simplify the fraction? 

2. Severn Valley Railway 

On the bridge over the tracks there is a date, can you spot it? 

Look at the bridge from the Severn Valley Railway over the road. The sides of the 

walkway are made up of square panels. Each of these is divided into what shapes? 

How many of these shapes make up the bridge sides? 

3. Lavington Gardens 

How long was the tunnel that was dug into the cliff in 1646? 

4. Quayside 

By the traffic lights there is a Mercian Way Route45 marker, which marks part of a 

230 miles (370 km) cycle path that runs from Salisbury to Chester. 

What is the largest number you can find on it? 

On the bridge there is a building with a white wall painted with an advert for Ridley 

Ltd. What is the digit total of the phone number? 

5. Fox Corner 

Can you find Elizabeth Cottage on Bridge Street? When was it built? 

What do you notice about all the numbers? 

6. Severn Park 

Near the river there are some bins for litter and recycling. 

What shaped hole should cans go in? 

7. Foundry Site 

Can you spot a weather vane? What do the letters N, E, S and W stand for? 

8. Friar’s Street 

Overlooking this site is a row of cottages high up. Can you spot a large number 

painted on one of them? 

9. High Street (Blooms) 

What is the weight limit for vehicles driving down Cartway? 

10. High Street (Card Stores) 

There are some ‘No Loading’ signs on the Town Hall. For how many hours a day can 

you not load outside the Town Hall building? 

What is the height limit for vehicles going under Northgate? 

11. High Street (Lloyds Bank) 

What Roman numeral is found on the Post Box? What does it stand for? 

12. Whitburn Street (Smithfield Centre) 

Find the cinema building. Its name is up high in blue capitals. 

How many letters are symmetrical? 
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